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US Push for “Low-yield Nukes” Makes Nuclear War
More Likely as Russia Will Retaliate with Full Force,
Moscow Says
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The  US  State  Department’s  case  for  tactical  nuclear  weapons  is  a  case  study  in
psychological projection not seen since the darkest days of the Cold War and its ever-
present threat of world-ending atomic holocaust.

Back in February, the Pentagon announced the US Navy has fielded the first batch of W76-2
low-yield  submarine  launched ballistic  missile  (SLBM)  warheads.  A  paper  by  the  State
Department’s Bureau of Arms Control, published last week, aimed to explain the reasoning 
behind this move and “debunk” the critics. The 10-page document was endorsed by the
acting  Under  Secretary  for  arms  control  Christopher  Ford,  who  hailed  the  missiles
as “reducing net nuclear risks.”

On Wednesday, however, Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova called
the move “a deliberate blurring of the lines between non-strategic and strategic nuclear
weapons” that “inevitably leads to a lowering of the nuclear threshold and an increase in
the threat of nuclear conflict.”

Everyone  who  wants  to  do  this  should  understand  that  according  to  the
Russian military doctrine, such actions will  be considered the basis for the
reciprocal use of nuclear weapons by Russia

At the root of this discrepancy is a fundamental misunderstanding. Foggy Bottom and the
Pentagon are basing their arguments not on the actual Russian doctrine or behavior, but on
their belief as to what those might be.

For example, there is an unquestioned assumption in US policy circles that Russia has a
nuclear  doctrine  described as  “escalate  to  de-escalate”  –  which “purportedly  seeks  to
deescalate  a  conventional  conflict  through  coercive  threats,  including  limited  nuclear
use,” according to a 2015 congressional testimony of then-Deputy Secretary of Defense
Robert Work.

As former UN weapons inspector Scott Ritter pointed out, Work’s own words reveal that this
is not the actual Russian doctrine, but the impression of it by some US analysts. Whoever
originated  this  utter  fantasy  is  irrelevant;  it  ranks  r ight  alongside  Molly
McKew’s“expertise” on Russian nuclear posture or the likewise widespread acceptance of
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the nonexistent “Gerasimov Doctrine.”

The State Department’s paper is indeed based on Work’s assumptions about Russia, as it
literally talks about the US “deterrence objective of undermining Russian confidence that it
can control escalation in a nuclear war.”

In struggling to understand where this notion may have come from, I remembered a 1978
fiction book about World War III by Sir John Hackett, a British general. Hackett envisioned a
Soviet nuclear strike on a European NATO capital after the conventional war started going
badly for the USSR. In the book, NATO responds with a nuclear strike on Minsk, and the war
ends with a coup in Moscow by Ukrainian nationalists (stop me if you’ve heard that one
before!). It may sound insane that a 42-year-old fantasy appears to be the basis of US
thinking about current Russian strategy, yet here we are.

The other thing that’s downright alarming about the State Department paper is its talk of
a “limited response to demonstrate resolve.” Considering that the US is the only country in
the world to ever use nuclear weapons in combat – against primarily civilian targets, no less
– there is no reason for anyone to doubt Washington’s “resolve.” Go read their argument; it
seems to be one giant straw man, composed of wishful thinking, projection and mirror
imaging – textbook mistakes its authors should have known better than to make.

Which gets us to the fundamental misunderstanding at work here. Over the course of its
244-year history, almost every US war has been fought abroad and by choice. By contrast,
Russian wars tend to be fought at home and against foreign invaders. Russians do not think
of war in terms of posturing, but in terms of life and death. They don’t need to “demonstrate
resolve” – not after countless documented acts of bravery against overwhelming odds.

Moreover,  Russian  President  Vladimir  Putin  literally  spelled  out  his  country’s  nuclear
doctrine back in 2018, on two separate occasions. “Why would we want a world without
Russia?”  he said in March, illustrating the notion that Moscow is willing to use atomic
weapons if the survival of Russia was endangered, even if by conventional means. Several
months later, in October, he was even more graphic.

Any aggressor should know that retribution will be inevitable and he will be
destroyed. And since we will be the victims of his aggression, we will be going
to heaven as martyrs. They will simply drop dead, won’t even have time to
repent.

Yet here are the Pentagon and the State Department, ignoring this observable reality in
favor of their own wishful thinking that may well be based on decades-old fantasies from a
world long since gone. As Zakharova correctly points out, that’s not making the world safer
– not even a tiny bit.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Nebojsa Malic is a Serbian-American journalist, blogger and translator, who wrote a regular
column for Antiwar.com from 2000 to 2015, and is now senior writer at RT. Follow him on
Twitter @NebojsaMalic
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Michel Chossudovsky is Professor of Economics at the University of Ottawa and Director of
the  Centre  for  Research  on  Globalization  (CRG),  which  hosts  the  critically  acclaimed
website www.globalresearch.ca . He is a contributor to the Encyclopedia Britannica. His
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Reviews

“This book is a ‘must’ resource – a richly documented and systematic diagnosis of the
supremely pathological geo-strategic planning of US wars since ‘9-11’ against non-nuclear
countries to seize their oil fields and resources under cover of ‘freedom and democracy’.”
–John McMurtry, Professor of Philosophy, Guelph University

“In a world where engineered, pre-emptive, or more fashionably “humanitarian” wars of
aggression have become the norm, this challenging book may be our final wake-up call.”
-Denis Halliday, Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations

Michel Chossudovsky exposes the insanity of our privatized war machine. Iran is being
targeted with nuclear weapons as part of a war agenda built on distortions and lies for the
purpose of private profit. The real aims are oil, financial hegemony and global control. The
price could be nuclear holocaust. When weapons become the hottest export of the world’s
only superpower, and diplomats work as salesmen for the defense industry, the whole world
is recklessly endangered. If we must have a military, it belongs entirely in the public sector.
No one should profit from mass death and destruction.
–Ellen Brown, author of ‘Web of Debt’ and president of the Public Banking Institute   
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